Gillingham & District Angling Association
White Post Lakes, Todber, Dorset, DT10 1JB

Two fresh water lakes situated on the outskirts of
Gillingham, within the infamous Todber Manor
Fisheries Complex, with ample hard surface parking,
disabled access and a wide selection of course fish.
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Situated on the outskirts of Gillingham in Dorset, Whitepost Lakes fishery is easy to find
and has good access.
Whitepost Lakes offers two lakes packed with a large head of mirror and common carp
up to double figures.

Man made but now beautifully matured, both
lakes are similar in design with lots of
overhanging trees, lily pads, reeds, varying
depths and both offering a wide selection of
course fish which frequently produces bags of
carp over 100lbs.
Various methods work here from paste fishing,
pellet waggler, method feeder and pellet fishing
on the pole both up in the water and at full depth.
Some of the pegs can be reached with 16m poles offering an ideal attack for the pole
angler but some pegs are much wider requiring a slightly different approach with a
running line.
A variety of baits work here from pellets, corn, meat, paste, maggot, caster and worm,
but you will need to fish bigger baits to avoid the smaller fish. The carp here average
around 4lb on both lakes here, so gear up accordingly and expect a great days sport on
any peg.
The far bank is a good starting area, but don’t ignore the
near margins, these can be very productive if you feed
them for few hours, giving the fish a bit of time to settle
and then go in over the top.
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Directions:
From Gillingham, follow signs for East Stour and Sturminster Newton. Go over the
railway bridge and turn right into New Road.
Follow the road through to East Stour, go straight over the cross roads, once you have
passed through Stour Provost you go down a slight hill with a large house on the right
hand side, turn right here and the lakes are 100 meters down the road on your left.
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